MAINTENANCE AND CARE
Wipe clean, on the spot, immediately - Haldi /Curry
stains, tend to linger if you let it soak in
(It is cotton based after all.) Most other spills don't leave
any stain even if they're not tended to immediately.
For light colours, on prolonged use , watch out for dirt
accumulating along the edges where the fabric folds .
Keep wiping the edges regularly as well.
If the usage is heavy, machine wash on the warm setting
once every 3 weeks or so. Sun dry.
Do not Bleach.
Do not dry clean.
Iron on cotton setting.
Avoid placing hot vessels directly on the surface. While
the table cloth can withstand the heat, it will not insulate
the table.
Air out occasionally ( once a fortnight) - to let wooden
tables breathe.

HALDI STAINS
Haldi has been used for hundreds of years for dyeing
clothes & has been very effective - So it's not letting us
off the hook that easily! While coffee/ ketchup /
chocolate etc wipe off 100% without a trace, haldi tends
to linger.
Here's what to do - Wipe on the spot immediately ( carefully enough not to
spread it around)
- leave a paste of baking soda + water for 10 mins
- Wipe off
There would still be a residual stain on lighter prints. This
will further dull down and become faint after 1 wash.

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE OVER TIME
There are 2 coatings on the top surface. One which gives a
permanent but fair degree of spill resistance & a second
one which gives a 100% level of resistance.
The second coating gradually depletes with every wash.
After about 15 washes, you may not be able to leave liquids
on for a prolonged duration without some seepage. It will
still be wipe-able, but for a shorter duration.
To illustrate - On a brand new piece, you can wipe coffee
off after 15-30 mins as well, but on a weathered piece,
you'll have to wipe it in under 1 minute or so - following
which there may be gradual seepage. It is, after all
breathable fabric.
The anti-skid , however will not deplete and will last
through the life of the product. Try to minimise washes to
prolong the life of the product.

